AUTOMOTIVE PROGRAMMING
The 24-Hour Race at the Nuerburgring is known as the world’s biggest motorsports event. More than 200,000 fans set up their camp in the Eifel forest and cheer for their heroes in the 210 race cars. Lap after lap. Hour after hour. Day and night. It's the stage for great stories. From the first test drive to the chequered flag coming down - the film follows the BMW team along their path towards winning the 24-Hour Race.

The Porsche 911 was first introduced to the world in September of 1963 and has been refined into an automotive icon over its first fifty years. In the feature length film "50 Years of the 911", Paul and Todd from Everyday Driver, drive and review eight separate 911 models, tracing the changes and experiencing of one of the world’s best-known sports cars.

Experience a real adventure in the American West as a legendary racer from a long-ago era, 87 year-old John Fitch, takes to the Bonneville Salt Flats for one last record attempt in his signature Mercedes 300 SL Gullwing - a car he raced successfully in Europe a half-century prior! The result is a highly textured and visually absorbing essay set amidst an ancient landscape that alters the standard views of old age and retirement, while reinforcing the universal human need for challenge.

Take a look under the hood of Renzo Rivolta’s iconic yet unheralded Italian automotive brand. This film focuses on the pioneering and unlucky brand Iso Rivolta, that gave us some of the most beautiful and inventive vehicles of the 50s and 60s. Follow the rise of the company as they transition from motorcycles to automobiles, and their eventual decline during the oil crisis of the 70s. This is story of Iso Rivolta as told by those who know and love these machines.

Pistons, Passions, Pleasures: A Sicilian Dream is the story of the Targa Florio, the great road race formerly held in Sicily, Alain de Cadenet and Francesco da Mosto head to the ‘Granary of Italy' in Alain’s Alfa Romeo to explore the course of the long-distance classic and its history. Join them as they explore the rich and varied 72 kilometers of the grueling road race that wound its way through the sublime Sicilian landscape for nearly seventy years.
ADRENALIN: THE BMW TOURING CAR STORY
2014 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X123

ADRENALIN brings the exciting and successful BMW touring car story to the big screen. 50 years of a spectacular sport played out at race circuits around the world. Charismatic drivers and evocative racing cars from five decades plot the growth of the sport and the technology. From the drifting touring cars of the 60's to the first victory of the BMW M4 in the highly sophisticated new DTM, the legends behind the wheel tell their exciting stories and bring the golden era of touring car racing alive again.

CARRACIOLA: THE CEASELESS QUEST FOR VICTORY
2011 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X90

Rudolf Caracciola is the most successful German racer of the first half of the 20th century. Get an unprecedented glimpse into the career of the legendary "Rainmaster”, who owns a record 6 German Grand Prix titles and a record speed of 268.9 miles per hour, the fastest ever on a public road. Neither injuries, misfortune or even Hitler could stop him from his relentless pursuit of victory.

EVERYDAY DRIVER – SEASON 1 AND 2
2017 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 15X22

A show of car comparisons and adventures for everyone. Paul and Todd have been reviewing cars for over a decade and believe the car you drive every day should be fun. Each week on Everyday Driver they seek out great, affordable cars that can do all the boring chores of driving and still be thrilling on a back road. Fun to drive cars and great driving experiences, for everyone. On Everyday Driver.

FRANKLY...JACKY ICKX
2011/ PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X90

There is only one Jacky Ickx—a six-time Le Mans champion. A legendary racer with wins at Formula 1, Formula 2, the Dakar Rally and Le Mans, he is mentioned in the same breath as Sir Jackie Stewart, Stirling Moss and Mario Andretti. Hear his story in exclusive interviews with the man himself and never-before-seen footage from Ickx’s storied career, spanning three decades. Meet the only driver to be dubbed an honorary citizen of Le Mans in the 94 year history of the race and experience the highs and lows of his record-setting career.

JOHN G. AVILDSEN: KING OF THE UNDERDOGS
2017 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X78

John G. Avildsen’s films have inspired millions of ‘underdogs’ and shaped popular culture for decades, yet most people don’t even know his name. Discover the unknown legend behind The Power of One, Lean on Me, Rocky, and The Karate Kid, in this official biography about a prolific filmmaker who directed seven actors to Academy Award nominations and earned his own Oscar for Best Director. Premiere interviews with Sylvester Stallone, Martin Scorsese, Ralph Macchio, Morgan Freeman, and the complete casts of Rocky and The Karate Kid.

ICON
2015 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X68

The BMW M3 is one of the most well-known and loved enthusiast cars in the world. In the 30 years since its introduction, there have been five generations of M3 and two variants. Paul and Todd from Everyday Driver set out to drive and compare all seven models to discover what makes the M3 special and which generation is best.

LIME ROCK PARK: THE SECRET VALLEY OF RACING
2001 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X57

A visually poetic documentary essay on the mystique of American road racing, set against the backdrop of Connecticut’s beloved Berkshire racecourse. The track’s history unfolds amidst the four seasons, lovingly told with the expert help of former racers Sam Posey, John Fitch, Skip Barber, and Le Mans racer Butch Leitzinger – as well as famed actor/racer Paul Newman. From the opening moment of a driving snowstorm, the film contains a sensitive history lesson - and racing experience - that closes with a haunting reminder of the value of true passion.

MID-ENGINES AND MOUNTAINS
2014 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X61

In celebration of Alfa Romeo’s return to the United States, the hosts of Everyday Driver Paul and Todd set out on a road trip in the 4C and its primary rivals, the Porsche Cayman and Lotus Elise. "Mid-Engines & Mountains" is a celebration of affordable mid-engined cars, friendship, and the joys of driving. In the end, they find roads that exceed their expectations and great cars worth arguing about.
ONE MAN’S ISLAND
2003 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X100
In January 2002, Canadian Mark Gardiner gave up his job, home and life-savings for a chance to ride in the Isle of Man TT, the world’s greatest motorcycle road race.

NO LIMITS
2015 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X60
Alex Zanardi, the main figure in NO LIMITS may have lost his legs, but not his spirit. After his almost fatal crash in 2001, he fights his way back to world class racing. Not only that - he discovers his love for the hand bike and becomes a Paralympic gold medal winner. The documentary features this true legend and his fellow teammates, Timo Glock and Bruno Spengler, on their new mission: the 24 Hours of Spa.

PILGRIMAGE
2015 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X80
Since the 1920s, the Nürburgring Nordschleife and the Circuit de Spa Francorchamps have been the site of many famous races. Known to enthusiasts worldwide, these courses include some of the most difficult corners and challenging sections ever devised. Paul and Todd from “Everyday Driver” set out to experience these tracks in person, instead of in video games. Along the way they chase top speed on the autobahn and drive tuned exotics from Gemballa.

RICHIE PAN’S AMERICA
2015 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X16
Take a real look inside tattoo and motorcycle culture by meeting people who have lived it. Raw and genuine, this series was started in collaboration with the late tattooer, biker, and artist Richie Pan as an alternative to what was being shown on television.

SENNA VS. BRUNDLE
2018 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X94
Ayrton Senna is still arguably the most popular Formula 1 driver ever, but how did he get there? Adversity builds champions and for Senna this adversity came during the 1983 Formula 3 season in the form of an epic battle with then unknown driver Martin Brundle. Relive the Herculean battles between the two racers with wildly different career trajectories and discover the unknown racer who pushed Senna to the breaking point.

THE 24-HOUR WAR
2016 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X99
The Ford versus Ferrari rivalry is one of the most famous battles in racing history. In the early 1960s, Henry Ford II and Enzo Ferrari went to war, and used the 24 Hours of Lemans as their battlefield. This epic battle saw drivers lose their lives, family dynasties nearly collapse and the development of a new race car that changed racing – the GT40.

THE BUG: LIFE AND TIMES OF THE PEOPLE’S CAR
2016 / PRODUCED BY CHASSY MEDIA / 1X80
The Bug is about one of the most recognizable and beloved vehicles on the planet: The Volkswagen Beetle. From its dark past in pre-WWII Germany, to the Summer of Love, this car captured the hearts and minds of millions of people around the world. This film explores not only the history of this automotive icon, but also the intense emotional connection it has with its owners past and present... Including Ewan McGregor and his experience with his first VW Bug as a sixteen year old.
After WWII, two brands would battle for supremacy in the early days of American motorcycle racing - Harley Davidson and Indian. Three men, Bill Tuman, Bobby Hill and Ernie Beckman, racing for the Indian team, endured lethal heat, exhaustion and barely any pay. In spite of all this, they regularly dominated the better-equipped Harley riders and were dubbed the Indian Wrecking Crew. Their battles across the dirt tracks of America would define the burgeoning sport of motorcycle racing for years to come. Narrated by Jay Leno.

Chasing Spencer chronicles Talladega winning Spencer Gallagher’s 2012 rookie year on the circuit as he overcomes and undercomes team expectations and 230 mile per hour pressure.

This frenzied documentary is an on-the-go account of the 2015 running of the Targa Baja California. The event is a classic car rally, run annually through the deserts, mountains, and cities of Baja California, Mexico. High speeds, mechanical breakdowns, hard partying, and tense drama are all part of the journey.

During Practice for the 2015 Indianapolis 500 Indycar driver James Hinchcliffe (Dancing With the Stars, ABC) suffered a horrific crash that nearly cost him his life. Get a look behind the scenes during that fateful day with the Safety Team heroes who saved his life and see how the entire Indycar operation applies science to proactively prevent injuries and save lives. Narrated By Formula 1 TV’s Will Buxton.